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Abstract: Over the course of time, radioactive applications have changed from miracle cures to a material that is
treated with caution in public perception. As a Swiss company, which has always been working with radioactive
materials, RC Tritec is an interesting example how the applications in private industry have changed over the
years: The company was originally a Ra-226 activated luminous paint manufacturer which managed to become
a leader in the field of tritium labelling, the construction of manifolds for the handling of ionizing gases, source
production and neutron imaging.
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1. RC Tritec through the Ages
RC Tritec is a typical Swiss small and medium enterprise

(SME), led by the fourth generation of owners and situated in
Teufen, Switzerland. RC Tritec was founded under the name
Radium Chemie Zeller in 1934. Since then, radiochemical appli-
cations and their perception with the general public have changed
a lot.

Originally starting with 226Ra applications, RC Tritec has de-
veloped itself to become a leader in persistent luminescent pig-
ments, handling of tritium and offers solutions in the field of neu-
tron imaging and the disposal of radioactive waste.

With a strong focus on research and development, RC Tritec
is in partnership with leading research institutes such as PSI,
University of Geneva and EMPA. This offers the possibility to
expand the internal research onto fundamental research of the
handled materials.

2. 226Ra – From a Miracle Cure to Danger
When Pierre and Marie Curie measured the activity of pitch-

blende and compared it to pure uranium salts, they realized that it
was much higher than expected. It was concluded that pitchblende
must contain other elements featuring stronger radioactivity than
uranium. Upon separation of pitchblende into different fractions
first the radioactive polonium and later 226Ra were found.

After its discovery in 1898 by Pierre and Marie Curie and
Gustave Bémont,[1] 226Ra was first regarded as rather harmless or
even as healthy. In the years after, many new products contain-
ing 226Ra entered the market. Among such products were drinking
cures (Fig. 1), toothpastes or 226Ra-containing skin moisturizers.

Fig. 1. Radium drinking cure
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Sources’ are still produced in Switzerland by MBMicrotecAG in
Niederwangen and by Smolsys ltd. in Root.

4. Changes in Technologies Mean Chances – RC Tritec
Today

By the end of the 1980s, during the big Swatch boom, the
image of radioactive applications had suffered a lot in public. On
the one hand, the nuclear arms race between East and West and
on the other hand also accidents in nuclear reactors like the one in
Chernobyl had frightened people. Even though tritium could not
be measured outside of a watch luminized with tritium-activated
zinc sulfides, some people were afraid of the radioactive material
in their watches.

Therefore, Albert R. Zeller, the third-generation owner of
RC Tritec, decided to analyze an alternative luminous material,
which he received a few years before in China. The structure was
SrAl

2
O

4
doped with Eu2+. Since this material has a Mohs hard-

ness of 9 it was never before analyzed, because it was too hard to
handle and very abrasive compared to the zinc sulfide.

Albert R. Zeller handed over the material to a long-term part-
ner company in Japan called Nemoto&Co., Ltd. which did further
analysis on it.While examining the material in Japan, it was found
out, that by co-doping of the crystal structure with Dy3+, the lumi-
nous performance could be significantly increased.[3]

Nemoto launched a patent on this novel persistent luminescent
material[4] and it was decided to found a joint-venture company
called LumiNova Ltd. Switzerland to satisfy the needs of the Swiss
watch industry to have a 100% Swiss-made luminous pigment.
Nowadays, all of the luminous pigments which glow on Swiss-
made watches are produced in Teufen, serving the entire scale
from affordable daily-use watches to the highest price segment.

5. Swiss Super-LumiNova®

The brand name of this persistent luminescent material is
‘Swiss Super-LumiNova®’. It is available inminimum order quan-
tities of 1 g upwards. 1 g may not seem to be a huge quantity, but
it is enough to luminize a few hundred watch dials. Therefore,
the quality of the pigment itself also has to fulfill the demands of
the watch industry. Parameters like granulometry, fluorescence,
body color, chargeability and luminous decay are all measured
in a triple quality control to avoid problems for the dial and hand
producers.

Since its discovery in 1996[3] many different models for the
afterglow mechanism have been proposed.[5–9] Despite extensive
research of many scientists, so far none of the proposed mecha-
nisms can explain all experimental findings of the last 25 years,
and the true mechanism remains to be found. It is mostly agreed
upon that under illumination of the materials, electrons from the
excited europium ions are transferred to and caught in different
so-called trap-states. These electrons are then thermally liberated
over many hours to recombine with the europium centers and emit
light.

Research and development to increase the quality and per-
formance of existing materials or to even find better performing
phosphors is a very crucial point for RC Tritec. Since not all the
developments can be done in-house, strong partnerships with uni-
versities and research institutes worldwide were established: The
University of Geneva and EMPA are two such partners. Our part-
ners offer access to large amounts of specialized know-how and
big scientific measurement devices.

6. Neutron Detector Screens
As a combination of the know-how in luminous pigments and

radioactive applications the field of scintillator screens for neu-
tron imaging is a perfect supplement to the established portfolio.

It was shown in the past years that neutron imaging has be-
come a powerful, competitive and promising method for mate-

Later, various manufacturers of ZnS doped with copper ap-
peared on the Swiss market: This combination of zinc sulfide with
226Ra created a persistent luminescent material, which was used to
make watch hands and dials visible in the dark.

A mixture of those pigments with a binder was used to apply
these materials mainly by brush onto watch components. This is
also where the problem in the application itself lay: The people
who applied these mixtures onto the components were in very
close contact with the strongly emitting 226Ra and sometimes even
swallowed the paint, while resharpening the brushes with their
tongues. As a consequence to this, several cases of illnesses in the
area of the mouth and throat were observed.[2]

When the threat of 226Ra in luminous paint became more and
more clear, the founderAlbertM.Zeller andhis sonAlbertE.Zeller
decided to look for a less harmful alternative: The application of
226Ra did not have a very promising future for consumer goods
such as watches, but it was the best performing material available
on the market. Copper-doped zinc sulfide remained the luminous
crystallites, but the harmful activator had to be exchanged. A gas-
eous isotope with a comparable rather low β-emission energy of
max. 18.6 keV, tritium, showed the exact specifications that the
chemists in Teufen were looking for.

3. Tritium – A ‘Healthy Alternative’
At the end of the 1950s, it became clear that 226Ra activated

phosphorescent paints were extremely critical, especially in the
manufacturing process (‘radium girls’). With the availability of
tritium on the non-military market at the end of the 1950s, at-
tempts began to use tritium, a very weak and pure β-emitter, to
produce a ‘harmless’ luminous paint.

Initial attempts to convert the gas into a stable compound by
hydrogenation of unsaturated fatty acids in order to coat zinc sul-
fide crystals and to excite them to glow permanently by beta radia-
tion failed. These compounds were unstable due to the relatively
high required specific activity (10–100 Ci/g), underwent radioly-
sis and exchanged very quickly with the ambient air.

The company Radium-Chemie Teufen (later RCTritec) devel-
oped a synthesis to form a stable polymer: Styrene was produced
by tritiation of phenylacetylene. This was polymerized in sub-
stance with stabilizing copolymers (Scheme 1). The T-copolymer
was dissolved and coated on ZnS crystals.

Despite the necessary high specific activity of up to 400 Ci/g, a
quite stable luminous paint with a practical brightness half-life of
about 5 years could be produced. The reduced practical half-life of
the phosphorescent paint compared to the physical half-life of tri-
tium with 12.3 years was based on damage to the ZnS crystals, ra-
diolysis of the polymer by radical formation and isotope exchange
with the ambient humidity. With this quite stable tritium lumi-
nous paint the approval of the USNRC (US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission) could be achieved in 1962.Within a very short time,
the Swiss and European watch industry also switched to the new
‘harmless’ and ‘radiation-free’ luminous paint, as no radiation
could be measured on the outside of a watch. Nowadays tritium-
powered light sources are only still used in military applications,
consisting of sealed glass pipes containing 3H gas with a ZnS
coating on the inside of the glass. Such ‘Gaseous Tritium Light

Scheme 1. Schematic representation of tritiated styrene production.
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Tritium-labelled compounds have a variety of applications in
receptor studies. They are used to characterize receptors, study
their dynamics or to define ligand activity, just to name a few.
High throughput screening is enabled by homogenous scintilla-
tion proximity assays, where the receptor is bound on the surface
of a scintillant beat. Because the distance of β-particles emitted by
tritium is limited to about 8 µm in aqueous media, only receptor-
bound ligands are in close enough range to activate the scintillant
and cause a signal in form of light.[16,18,19]

Additionally radioactive isotopes like 3Hand 14Care often used
in adsorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME).
Tritium-labelled compounds allow the early evaluation of reac-
tive metabolite formation and provide relevant information on
metabolic pathways of new chemical entities.[16] Furthermore the
distribution of drugs in different tissues can be tested by quantita-
tive autoradiography determining the drug level in different tissue
sections.[13]

Handling of tritium- or 14CO
2
-gases has to take place in high

vacuum systems (Fig. 2), which can go down to a pressure of 10–8

mbar. Such systems are produced in-house in Teufen and deliv-
ered to the international market.

8. Production of Ionizing Sources
Industrial applications of radiochemical isotopes also include

the production of sealed radioactive sources. Such sources allow
the handling of radioactivity with a very low risk of contamina-
tion.

Small sealed sources with a variety of nuclides are produced
by RC Tritec in custom designs in Teufen. These sources are
used in many industrial applications, e.g. 147Pm, 204Tl and 90Sr
point sources are used to measure coating thicknesses by beta-
backscattering in the automotive industry, electronics industry,
coating technologies and many others. 14C sources are used for
the measurement of air pollution. Further isotopes that are often
used in small sealed sources are 85Kr for the measurement of
paper thickness and 63Ni in electron capture detectors which are
coupled to gas chromatographs for use in environmental analy-
sis for the detection of sulfurous, halogenated and nitrated com-
pounds.[20,21]

rial research, many industrial applications and a tool for differ-
ent branches in university-related studies.[10,11] One main reason
for the progress is given by the development and application of
dedicated digital neutron imaging devices in combination with
scintillator screens as the backbone of the detector system. Using
scintillation screens the exposure time has been reduced from
hours to seconds and nowadays even down to the micro-second
scale. Therefore it is obvious that the performance of the scintil-
lator screen directly influences the performance of a NI beamline.

Depending on the neutron energy (cold/thermal or fast neu-
trons) different two-step scintillation mechanisms occur. In the
case of thermal neutrons, first a core reaction process (in 6Li, 10B,
3He or Gd) is used. This does not work for fast neutrons due to
the lack of strong neutron absorbers. In this case the creation of
recoil protons by the collision of neutrons at hydrogen is one of
the most efficient processes for the neutron detection process.[12]
These secondary radiations are utilized to excite the scintillating
material like ZnS:Cu or Gd

2
O

2
S:Tb and others.

In collaboration with the Paul Scherrer Institute, RCTritecAG
has developed different kinds of scintillation screens, which are
used in most prominent beam lines for material analyses.

7. 3H-Labeling Service
Since styrene had already been tritiated some years before for

the application of luminous pigments, the know-how was trans-
ferred to the pharmaceutical field, where it is nowadays used for
the labeling of interesting compounds with tritium.

The common source of the tritium label is tritium gas which
needs to be incorporated into a target molecule by special prepara-
tion techniques.

For the preparation of tritium-labelled compounds a broad
spectrum of reaction types is available. While classical label-
ling strategies like double bond reduction, hydride reduction
and tritium halogen exchange still remain in use they have been
significantly improved over the last 30 years. The use of chiral
hydrides enables enantioselective reduction, whereas advanced
knowledge about the selectivity of dehalogenation reactions en-
ables iodine or bromine/tritium exchange in presence of other
halogens (Scheme 2).[13-15]

Another powerful tool in tritium labelling are direct hydrogen
isotope exchange (HIE) reactions, where tritium can be directly
incorporated into the target molecule, what saves cost and time
intensive precursor synthesis. Most of these HIE reactions depend
on a heterogeneous or homogenous catalyst (Scheme 3) but also
base or acid-mediated reaction types are known.[16,17]

7.1 Use of Tritium
Tritium is a widely used radioactive tracer element, due to

its favorable properties. The β-particles emitted from tritium are
not able to pass solid media, while their energy is high enough
to make measurement with liquid scintillation counting possible.

Fig. 2. High vacuum manifold system used for tritium labeling of organic
molecules.

Scheme 2. Selective dehalogena-
tion of bromine in presence of a
chlorine using Lindlar catalyst-
mediated halogen/tritium exchange.

Scheme 3. Direct HIE using photocatalyst to activate the CH-sp3 bond.
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Historically, sealed 226Ra or 241Am sources have also been ap-
plied in smoke detectors produced by the renowned Cerberus AG
in Bad Ragaz and Männedorf.

Highly active sealed radioactive sources are mainly used in
medical applications and industrial radiography, e.g. with 192Ir.

9. Decontamination and Disposal of Radioactive
Waste Materials

Preparation of industrial radioactive products often leads to
radioactive waste as an unwanted byproduct. As a result of the
treatment of the internal volatile radioactive waste and the good
relationship with the responsible authorities and the PSI, safe
processes for the treatment of certain radioactive waste products
could be developed. RC Tritec therefore also has the possibilities
to offer a waste treatment and decontamination service for the
medicine, industry and research sector, and prepare these waste
for final disposal.

10. Conclusion
Many radioactive applications have receded into the back-

ground over the last century and have been replaced by non-ra-
dioactive alternatives, yet radioactivity remains an important issue
for mankind.

Even if radioactivity may not have the best reputation among
the general public, its applications remain indispensable. It is
therefore important not to close one’s eyes to the positive aspects
and to continue to explore this energy with its applications and
to create a benefit for the well-being of mankind. With its many
world-leading research institutes, Switzerland offers an ideal
framework for research and development in this highly interest-
ing field.
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